Abstract-We are proposing a novel algorithm for tracking human face(s) in different background video sequences. We have trained both face and non-face images which help in face(s) detection process. At first, FAST features and corner points are extracted from the detected face(s). Further, mid points are calculated from corner points. FAST features, corner points and mid points are combined together. Using the combined points, point tracker tracks face(s) in the frames of the video sequence. Standard metrics were adopted for measuring the performance of the proposed algorithm. Low resolution video sequences with challenges such as partial occlusion, changes in expression, variations in illumination and pose took part while testing the proposed algorithm. Test results clearly indicate the robustness of the proposed algorithm on all different background challenging video sequences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video processing has large scope for research activities in computer vision. Problems based on face detection, tracking and recognition comes under video processing. Face tracking in low resolution different background video sequences is very crucial because of broad range of commercial and law imposition applications in the real life situation.
A. Face Tracking Overview
Face tracking involves three major steps. In the beginning, face(s) needs to be detected; which indicates that faces are the region of interest (ROI) in face(s) tracking setup. Next, features are selected and isolated from the face(s) detected. Few searching features need to be selected, as features selected increase processing speed by minimizing the computational space. Tracking algorithms are classified as intensity-based, feature-based, area-based and curve/edge based [1] . Algorithms based on features can be classified further into three divisions according to the type of feature selected. The divisions are as follows. 1). Regional-feature-based algorithms comprise corner points, curve chunks and line slices as features. 2). Universal-feature-based algorithms include areas, centroids, colors and perimeters as features. 3). Graph-feature-based algorithms consist of geometric similarities among features and many type of distances as features. Finally, based on the features isolated from ROI, face tracking step tracks face(s) in a video sequence.
B. Different Background and Issues
Video sequences are said to have different background if they are captured using, 1. Unmoving camera and moving face(s), 2. Moving camera and unmoving face(s), 3 . Moving camera and moving face(s). Specific algorithms are unavailable to track face(s) in all the above said categories of video sequences. Face(s) tracking in different background video sequences is challenging due to the following possible issues. indoor and outdoor short/long video sequences. 5. Difficult to track face(s) in case of video sequences captured using moving camera with unmoving face(s) and moving camera with moving face(s) categories due to the change in background from frame to frame.
Proposed algorithm is able to track face(s) in all the three categories of video sequences as mentioned above and tackles the possible issues very efficiently.
C. Work Description and Organization of the Paper
Exactly 19531 images are classified as either face (positive) or non-face (negative). Classified images assist during face(s) detection step. ROI regions are obtained during this process. Both single and multiple faces are detected and the face(s) need not to be part of starting frame/image in the video sequence. Dilation and erosion [2] operations are applied on the detected face(s) to obtain borders. FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Test) features [3] and Harris corner points [4] are extracted from ROI and borders. Mid points are calculated for the Harris corner points extracted. FAST features, Harris corner points and mid points are combined together. To keep track of face(s), face tracking step looks at the combined points in the frames of the video sequence. If FAST feature points fail to contribute during tracking then corner points assist the process and the reverse is also true. Standard metrics helped in assessing the attainment of our proposed algorithm with other five similar algorithms of recent times. Proposed algorithm is being tested on low resolution different background challenging video sequences from three different sources. Proposed algorithm tackles the challenges [36] such as partial occlusion, expression, illumination and pose appearing in the frames of the video sequences.
The remaining sections of this paper are planned as mentioned in the following lines. Section 2 incorporates literature works that were referred as well as adopted during the preparation of current (proposed) algorithm. Section 3 includes image training description; training, detection and tracking methods; related mathematics and time complexity. Section 4 houses various metrics which assist in measuring the performance of the algorithms. Section 5 contains detailed results and graphs of six algorithms (including proposed algorithm) for different video sequences. Lastly, section 6 comprises conclusion of the paper; and talks about the works to be done further.
II. RELATED WORKS
Face(s) detection can be performed either using existing algorithms or by image training. Viola-Jones algorithm [5, 6] is an efficient face(s) detection framework available till date. Viola and Jones have trained the algorithm to detect frontal posed face(s) appearing in the first frame. Detection of face(s) having other orientations require additional training; and for detecting face(s) appearing in other frames, algorithm needs to be modified. The Toolbox TM of Computer Vision System supports Viola-Jones algorithm [7] for face detection in image and video. Elena Alionte et al. [8] have developed a face detector based on Viola-Jones framework. The detector was configured to use the specification of XMLFILE input file, created using trainCascadeObjectDetector function.
Image pre-processing is very crucial due to camera orientation, illumination difference and noise. Wiener filter is one of the most powerful noise removal approach [9] , which has been used in several applications. Dilation and erosion are morphological operations [2] that are dual to each other i.e. erosion operation shortens foreground, and expands background; dilation operation expands foreground and shortens background.
E. Rosten et al. [3] have presented a method by integrating point and edge based tracking approaches. They showed how learning improves the performance of tracking based on features. Finally, to improve performance during real-time, they introduced FAST features that perform feature detection of full-frame at 400Hz. The system is able to track average errors of 200 pixels.
An object consists of three regions: 1). Flat: No transition in any direction, 2). Edge: No transition in edge direction, and 3). Corner: Major transition in all directions. To elaborate the regions containing isolated and texture features, C. Harris et al. [4] have adopted a detector by combining corner and edge regions. The performance of the detector is shown to be good on natural imagery. Mahesh et al. [10] have suggested a method to detect feature points, and compared it with KLT [11] [12] [13] , conventional Harris [4] and FAST features [3] . They claim that, their approach has good repeatability rate compared to remaining detectors.
KLT is a point tracker, which is due to the works of kanade et al. [11] [12] [13] . Lucas and Kanade [11] have presented a technique for image registration using Newton-Raphson type of iteration. This technique can be universalized to manage scaling, shearing and rotation; and found to be appropriate for usage in a stereo vision system. Tomasi and Kanade [12] have answered the question on how to determine the best fitted feature window for tracking; additionally, they have also addressed occlusion detection issue. The experiment indicates that the performance of their tracking algorithm is acceptable. Shi and Tomasi [13] have introduced an optimal algorithm to select the features, formulated on Ranganatha S et al. [16] have developed an algorithm by fusing corner points and centroid with KLT. Test results indicate that, fused algorithm work better in most of the videos compared to KLT alone. But, the algorithm is capable of tracking only single face in video sequences captured using unmoving camera and moving face(s) category. Ranganatha S et al. [17] have developed another algorithm by integrating CAMSHIFT [14] and Kalman filter [18] [19] [20] . Kalman filter minimizes noise and updates current frame information to the next frame in video. Due to this, their integrated algorithm work robust compared to CAMSHIFT algorithm alone. Like their previous approach, this algorithm is also unable to track face(s) in moving camera with unmoving face(s) and moving camera with moving face(s) video sequence categories. Ranganatha S et al. [1] have developed one more algorithm for face tracking in video sequences using BRISK (Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints) feature points [21] . This algorithm tracks both single and multiple faces in all categories of different background video sequences. The authors have also developed novel metrics for measuring performance; tested their algorithm on a variety of video sequences and tabulated the results.
III. METHODOLOGY This section houses three subsections A, B and C.

A. Image Training
Trained images help in face(s) detection step. Using trainCascadeObjectDetector trainer [8] , we have trained 19531 images; out of which 3742 were faces (positive images) of 5 face databases and 15789 were non-faces (negative images) of 3 databases. Face images being trained possess various challenges and belong to different subject categories such as occlusion, padding, pose, expression and illumination. Table 1 shows statistics of 3742 face images trained. Table 2 below tabulates the number of non-face images of 3 databases trained. Each non-face image has different resolution. Training of more non-face images increases the probability of face(s) detection. Hence, we trained more negative than positive images. Some of the subject categories of nonface images trained are numerous animals, household items, vehicles, plants and flowers, electronic gadgets, indoor and outdoor scenes etc. to name a few.
Few of the face (positive) and non-face (negative) image samples being trained are included in Fig.1 and 
B. Face(s) Tracking
Face(s) tracking system architecture is summarized in Fig.4 below. 
C. Mathematical Computations and Time Complexity
The mathematical computations of the proposed algorithm are mentioned below.
Where BBox =Bounding Box. To find identical bounding box, calculate area of bounding boxes using equation (1) . 
Equation (2) can be used to draw BBox i.e. Bounding Box around the face region.
Bounding Box
Equation (3) determines the bounding box region. The four arguments of the equation are described as 1 21 XX  = Width value, and 21 YY  = Height value.
We eliminate bounding box contents when they are not tracked any more, if equation (4) 
4. generateNewboxes () function takes a constant time of (1) O . 5. Similarly, obtainBBox () function belongs to a constant time of (1) O . Finally, overall time complexity of current algorithm is the addition of complexities of five functions i.e.
After simplifying,
By neglecting linear and constant terms, overall time complexity can be approximated as mentioned below.
IV. METRICS
The performance of the proposed algorithm has been measured using standardized formulas such as Precision, Recall and F-Measure of ROC [34] ; and with the help of concepts in the ROC analysis [35] . The ROC analysis is based upon the confusion matrix, using which several common performance metrics can be extracted such as True Negative Rate, False Negative Rate, Accuracy, and so on. [35] that states the relation between true condition (human vision) with respect to predicted condition (algorithmic). This matrix classifies 4 metrics based on the conditions for performance evaluation: True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives and False Negatives. We next discuss about these metrics and compute other metrics from these.
In this paper, ROI focus is on facial region; so, metrics and computations are based on the same ROI. True Positive (  ) condition arises when both human vision and algorithm detects the facial region in the particular frame. Likewise, False Positive (  ) condition arises when human vision does not identify the ROI predicted by the algorithm as facial region. Similarly, False Negative (  ) situation arises when human vision identifies facial region(s) in the frame but algorithm fails to find the ROI (facial region). Finally, True Negative (  ) situation arises when both human vision as well as algorithm detects the absence of facial region in the frame and both rejects it, as no ROI is detected. Once after the algorithm detects the presence of ROI in a frame, it plots a bounding box around it; and the computation of new metrics are based on the metrics defined above. We now discuss eight metrics that can be derived from the confusion matrix [35] .
A. Recall/True Positive Rate ( )
It is the measure of positive scenarios by both human vision and algorithm with respect to actual positive 
C. True Negative Rate ( )
It is the measure of negative scenarios by both human vision and algorithm with respect to actual negative 
F. Fall-Out/False Positive Rate ( )
It is the measure of negative scenario by human vision but positive scenario observed by algorithm with respect to actual negative scenarios that are identified by human vision. So,  can be defined as follows:
G. Accuracy ( A )
It is the measure of both positive and negative scenarios agreed by human vision as well as algorithm with respect to actual population in the confusion matrix.
So, A can be defined as follows:
H. F1 Score ( B )
The measure which joins precision (  ) with recall ( ) is termed harmonic mean between both precision as well as recall. In analysis, a F1 Score or F-Measure determines the test's accuracy. F1 Score reaches 1 for perfect precision and recall reaches 0 in the worst case.
So, B can be defined as: 
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The algorithm has been tested for 50 low resolution different background challenging video sequences obtained from the following.
1. YouTube Celebrities database [31] . 2. VidTIMIT database [32] .
MathWorks videos [33].
We have compared the current (proposed) algorithm with five other similar (and robust) algorithms developed in recent times. The five algorithms are KLT [11] [12] [13] , CAMSHIFT [14] , Algorithm* [1] , Algorithm# [16] and Algorithm^ [17] . These algorithms were tested with all the videos that are considered for the computation; out of which, results of 15 videos have been tabulated for reference purpose. Some of the frames of the 15 video sequences containing the face(s) detected and tracked are shown in Fig.6 below. The performance metrics for the current (proposed) algorithm are calculated by considering 15 videos and the outcomes are tabulated in Table 3 above. In the table we can observe that out of 15 video sequences considered for testing, only one video has slight deviation from perfect result; that is due to tilting of the face, variations and disturbances in the video sequence.
The performance metrics for Algorithm* [1] are calculated by considering 15 videos and the outcomes are tabulated in Table 4 . In the table we can observe that there are various fail states in results computed using 15 video sequences; it is because of occluded faces, no proper posed face in first frame and so on. We can also note that time is computed, indicating that Algorithm* [1] has been executed but failed in detection and tracking of ROI. Along with the failed details, results of other cells for different metrics are also poorer compared to the results of the algorithm presented in this paper.
The results of performance metrics for Algorithm# [16] are tabulated in Table 5 . We can observe that there are various false conditions, due to the same reasons as mentioned in the previous paragraph for Algorithm * [1] . Comparatively, there are lesser variations in the results of performance metrics. The drawback of this algorithm is, it is limited to track only a single face. In case if multiple faces are detected, the Algorithm# [16] shows exceptions. Table 6 tabulates the results of performance metrics for KLT algorithm [11] [12] [13] . The results indicate that KLT algorithm is similar to Algorithm#; and suffers from the same issues as the later. KLT algorithm takes more time than that of Algorithm# for computation and obtaining of results; and it fails at many places where Algorithm# works better. But, both KLT and Algorithm# fail in the computation of multiple faces. Table 7 shows the results of testing the video sequences using CAMSHIFT algorithm [14] . CAMSHIFT is different from all other previous algorithms due to the fact that it is based on color/HUE schema of the videos given as input to the algorithm. CAMSHIFT gives rise to more false detections as every frame is sensitive to color and illumination changes in the video sequence; which causes variations in the bounding box, leading to false detections. Table 8 shows the results of testing the video sequences using Algorithm^ [17] . This algorithm is similar to CAMSHIFT; but, it is better in few aspects of computation and time taken for computation. 
Video 5 Video 1  28  -------------Video 2  47  -------------Video 3  62  ------------ Fig.7 shows an optimal result graph that has to be obtained by testing videos against performance metrics. Fig.8 shows the graphs of performance metrics for 15 different video sequences, the graphs are generated from the data of Table 1 (proposed algorithm). We can observe that except for Fig.8(n) , all other results are same i.e. the values of video sequences matches exactly with the FP value of the optimal result graph shown in Fig.7 . Table 9 tabulates the time taken by all 15 video sequences which are tested under all the algorithms being discussed in this section. Note: Here in Table 9 we have considered '-' (fail/false condition) as -1 to plot the graphical results of the data. reference and testing purpose. If we observe keenly, Fig.10(f) gives out faster results as we can see the time slice is only from 0-5s with intervals of 1s. But taking closer look at it we can see many -1 data which depicts that algorithm fails for so many video sequences. By looking at the remaining graphs we can see that Fig.10 (ce) also have -1 values. Hence, by considering best out of the rest, Fig.10(a-b) have better time graphs and have no -1 values. Comparing between both a and b, our algorithm performance with respect to time is bit higher compared to other algorithms; but, it does give best results. Fig.9 shows the cumulative time graph representing all time slices in a single graph together. Trained images helped in face(s) detection step. It is not mandatory that the face(s) to be present in the very first frame for detection. Further, point tracker looks for the combination of FAST features, corner points and mid points to track face(s) in a video sequence. Proposed algorithm is robust enough to tackle the challenges like partial occlusion, expression, illumination, and pose. Standard metrics assessed the performance of five recent time algorithms, and our proposed algorithm. Video sequences from three different sources were used for testing and analysis. The results obtained clearly show that the proposed algorithm's performance is better in every video sequence than five other algorithms considered for comparison purpose.
VIDEO
Future work involves tracking only the selected human face(s) i.e. to track exclusively those face(s) that are important/necessary. We can then able to track either all the faces or solely selected face(s); and either all the identical faces or one of the identical (e.g. twins) face present in a video sequence.
